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Abstract: Jewish identities are becoming increasingly pluralised due to internal dynamics within Judaism and wider social processes such as secularisation, globalisation and individualisation. However, empirical research on contemporary Jewish identities often continues to adopt restrictive methodological and conceptual approaches that reify Jewish identity and portray it as a ‘product’ for educational providers and others to pass to younger generations. Moreover, these approaches typically impose identities upon individuals, often as a form of collective affiliation, without addressing their personal significance. In response, this article argues for increased recognition of the multiple and fluid nature of personal identities in order to investigate the diverse ways in which Jews live and perform their Jewishness. Paying greater attention to personal identities facilitates recognition of the intersections between different forms of identity, enabling more complex understandings of the ways in which individuals both define their own identities and contribute to redefining the boundaries of Jewishness.
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Resumé: Les identités juives sont de plus en plus pluralisées en raison de la dynamique interne au judaïsme et des processus sociaux comme la sécularisation, la mondialisation et l'individualisation.
Cependant, la recherche empirique sur les identités juives contemporaines continue souvent à adopter des approches méthodologiques et conceptuelles restrictives qui réifient l'identité juive et la décrivent comme un « produit » pour les établissements d'éducation à transmettre aux jeunes générations. Ces approches imposent généralement des identités aux individus, souvent comme une forme d'affiliation collective, sans considérer leur signification personnelle. Cet article propose une reconnaissance de la nature multiple et fluide des identités personnelles afin de comprendre les diverses façons dont les Juifs vivent leur judaïsme. Une plus grande attention aux identités personnelles facilite la reconnaissance des intersections entre les différentes formes d'identité, permettant une compréhension plus complexe des façons dont les individus définissent leurs identités et contribuent à redéfinir les frontières de la judéité.
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Introduction

Questions of Jewish identity are rarely far from the headlines, whether in relation to national integration, global geopolitics, religious freedom or a host of other contemporary concerns. In France, for example, significant public debate has recently focused on the changing senses of national identification amongst French Jews as a result of rising anti-Semitism (Hall, 2016), while in the United Kingdom practices of Orthodox Jewish education have become subject to intense media scrutiny for allegedly failing to foster ‘British values’ in pupils (Vanderbeck and Johnson, 2016). In the USA, considerable media attention is periodically focused on American Jews’ fluctuating levels of commitment to the state of Israel and the significance of these commitments for understanding voting behaviour (Waxman, 2016). These media reports are often fuelled by surveys and other forms of social research on Jewish identity. Findings from a recent Pew Center report, for instance, received substantial press coverage focused on apparent differences in the characteristics that American and Israeli Jews regard ‘as essential parts of what being Jewish means’ (Lipka, 2016).

Social scientists have important roles to play in understanding the changing nature of contemporary Jewish identities. A growing body of research documents the increasing pluralisation of Jewish identities, which are simultaneously marked by long-standing yet nevertheless still evolving categorical distinctions based on movement (e.g. Orthodox, Reform) and ethnicity (Ashkenazi, Sephardi) as well as more individual differences related to, for example,
levels of religious observance and personal philosophy (Kudenko and Phillips, 2010). Explanations for this pluralisation are complex but include processes of globalisation (Gilman, 2011), individualisation (Cohen and Eisen, 2000) and secularisation (Sacks, 1991) that, it is argued, serve to increase individuals’ autonomy to self-fashion their identities. Theories of secularisation have been particularly influential in explaining changes to contemporary patterns and processes of religious identification more generally. Although secularisation remains a highly contested concept (Kong and Woods, 2016), there is broad agreement that in many western societies there have been significant shifts in levels of individual identification with institutionalised forms of religion (Bruce, 2013) and that social structures that once represented centres of collective identity have been eroded (Brown, 2001).

Judaism in numerous ways exemplifies these changes. Many Jews in pre-modern Europe lived in relatively insular, internally governed communities in which they were expected to sustain a religious identity (Berkovitz, 1989). Following the French Revolution, European Jews were progressively afforded opportunities to become citizens of their host societies, and as a result were exposed to diverse ‘new’ ethnic and religious options with which to affiliate, while continuing to be subjected to anti-Semitism that served to re-inscribe a sense of difference (Brenner, 2008). Whereas some Jews developed largely insular movements resistant (though not impervious) to change, many Jews chose to establish new forms of instruction that integrated aspects of the surrounding culture (Cohn-Sherbok, 1993).

Thus, despite the fact that diasporic Jews have historically lived without a centralised authority, Jews today experience increased opportunities to ‘choose’ an identity, creating more fluid and detached forms of Jewishness (Kudenko and Phillips, 2010). Against this backdrop of ongoing pluralisation, this article provides a critical review of social scientific research on
contemporary Jewish identities, arguing that their complexity is habitually elided through the adoption of approaches that utilise reified categories and descriptors of what characterises ‘authentic’ Jewishness (Zelkowicz, 2013). This type of research also rarely considers in any depth the ‘doing’ of identity as an active process, restricting our understanding of how identities are produced, performed and contested in different temporal and spatial contexts. As a contrast with these more static approaches to Jewish identity, the article engages with a newer strand of social scientific research that— Influenced by broader theoretical approaches that emphasise the multiple, fluid and performative nature of identity— offer potentially new insights into the complexity and diversity of contemporary forms of Jewish identity (e.g. Horowitz, 2002; Charmé et al., 2008).

The article endorses this latter approach while also recognising that its uptake is inconsistent within academia, and there remains a propensity to emphasise collective identity at the expense of more personal forms. We argue that greater attention to individual identity is valuable not only as a way of collecting multiple personal accounts but also as a way of developing complex understandings of individuals’ attempts at reworking and redefining (rather than simply reproducing) Jewishness.

The article will proceed as follows. The first section illustrates the ways in which previous empirical research has tended to restrict Jews’ individualised expressions of Jewish identity through imposing pre-defined conceptions of Jewishness that are generally skewed towards Orthodox practices and rooted in collective institutions. As the second section highlights, any understanding of identity must analyse the interrelationships between collective social identities and individual identities, with Judaism conspicuously marked by contestation over questions of peoplehood in different social contexts. Finally, the article argues for an enhanced focus on individual identities in order to recognise the personalised ways in which Jews ‘live’ and
conceptualise their identities, an approach with the potential to facilitate an understanding of the personal significance of Jewish identities and the diverse spaces in which these are constructed.

**The reification of Jewish identity**

Since the mid-1980s, theorists of identity – influenced both by poststructuralist theory and the growth of identity politics – have sought to replace the notion of a ‘unified’ identity with the concept of dynamic, multiple and fractured identities (cf. Hall, 1996; Hetherington, 1998). In an attempt to liberate identities from being epistemologically treated as fixed products and defining forms, social scientists became increasingly influenced by works on performance and performativity as a way of understanding the ‘doings’ of identity (cf. Parker and Sedgwick, 1995). This marked an attempt to move away from the traditional practice of converting the ‘doings’ of life into neat packages of experience, to exploring identity in the making or the doing (Wood, 2012). Theorisations of performance and identity in the social sciences are often derived from the works of Butler (1990, 1993) and Goffman (1959, 1974). Whilst offering contrasting theoretical understandings of performativity, these works have sought to explore the ways in which the performance of individual identities – what people say, do and act-out – is always subsumed within and/or related to performativity (Gregson and Rose, 2000). Performativity, understood as ‘the citational practices which produce and subvert discourse and knowledge, and which at the same time enable and discipline subjects and their performances,’ is key to apprehending the ways in which identities are (re)produced, negotiated and contested in particular spatial and temporal contexts (Gregson and Rose, 2000: 433). Such works move away from a simple mapping of identities onto specific bodies to thinking about how individual identities are (re)produced in dialogue with (or as a reaction against) previously ascribed ways of being. Moreover, intersectional
research has attended to the numerous relational contexts of people’s identities (Valentine, 2007) rather than treating them as singular and separate.

Yet, theories of the multiplicity and fluidity of identity have not been embraced by all scholars of Judaism as either useful or desirable (Zelkowicz, 2013). Instead, as Prell (2000) and Zelkowicz (2013) illustrate, a substantial strand of research since the mid-1960s has continued to prioritise certain ‘indicators’ of religious or ethnic practice or group attachment in order to better ‘predict’ Jewish identity or identification and thus gauge its ‘survival’ or ‘decline.’ Given that these ‘indicators’ aim to ascertain the extent to which individuals meet researchers’ expectations of an immovable Jewishness, they implicitly and inevitably construct some individuals as somehow identity-deficient (Prell, 2000; Charmé et al., 2008), resulting in a ‘Humpty-Dumpty narrative’ of Jewish identity being somehow ‘broken’ and needing to be ‘fixed’ (Zelkowicz, 2013). Reflecting the assumption that some (invariably more ‘traditional’) versions of Judaism are more ‘authentic’ than others (Charmé, 2000), these indicators are commonly skewed towards traditional Orthodox practices and attitudes, such as keeping Kosher and lighting Shabbat candles regularly (e.g. Haji et al., 2011; Sheskin and Hartman, 2015) or parental in-marriage and an Orthodox upbringing (Saxe et al., 2013) and often draw rigid distinctions between ‘religious’ and ‘cultural’ or ‘ethnic’ practices (e.g. Friedlander et al., 2010) that fail to acknowledge the personalised ways in which individuals perceive their practices or identities. Such issues are exacerbated by the fact that participant expression is generally restricted to questionnaires, which restrict respondents’ freedom to specify details of and motivations behind their practices (Prell, 2000), even though practices such as Kashrut can be spatially and temporally contingent (Scholefield, 2004; Kudenko and Phillips, 2010). Relatedly, the Pew Research Center’s (2013) dichotomisation of ‘Jews by religion’ and ‘Jews of no religion’ using criteria such as synagogue attendance and Seder
participation – which may be experienced non-religiously – constrains understandings of how religiosity is schematised in different ways by different people. Furthermore, despite the fact that Judaism ‘does not negate the possibility of other covenants with other peoples’ (Sacks, 1995: 120), a ‘Jewish’ identity is often presented as something fixed that can be understood primarily in its relation to a ‘non-Jewish’ (and typically ‘secular’) ‘Other’ (Charmé et al., 2008; Rohrbacher, 2016). For example, Saroglou and Hanique (2006) deem Jewish identity theoretically compatible with a broader, Belgian national identity, but ‘measure,’ compare and consequently reify it using cultural and religious indicators (including importance of God, importance of religion in life, and frequency of prayer) which do not attend to the complex spatiality and temporality of individual religious belief (McGuire, 2008). In these ways, it seems that sociologists have inadvertently ‘invented’ a normative Jewishness that they aim to measure (Prell, 2000), regardless of its relevance to individual Jews, and have facilitated the emergence of a master narrative that utilises ‘nearly identical questions’ and engages in ‘the same survivalist versus transformationist debates’ (Zelkowicz, 2013: 27). Moreover, the persistent use of such measures reflects an underlying reluctance to acknowledge other modes of Jewish identity, even though a single, ‘authentic’ version of Jewish identity is illusory because all identities intersect with multiple others including nationality, gender, sexuality and politics (see Valentine, 2007).

An implication of seeking to measure Jewish identity in this way is that it contributes to a form of reification that allows Jewishness to be marketed (Zelkowicz, 2013; Krasner, 2016). As such, the response to assimilation fears has been evocatively described as a ‘drink-your-milk’ model in which a healthy Jewish identity is assumed to be produced through a diet of Jewish education and experience during childhood and adolescence (Charmé et al., 2008: 117). For example, Fishman et al. (2012) suggest that an ‘intervention’ of Jewish ‘social capital’ is required
for Jewish teenagers so that they can develop a long-term Jewish identity based upon Jewish friendships and education. Moreover, the very title of Graham’s (2014a) research Strengthening Jewish Identity: What works? is indicative of research that insinuates that a Jewish identity can be produced through the intervention of Jewish organisations and the provision of the ‘right’ resources. Accordingly, studies of Jewish schools traditionally seek to establish causal links between Jewish education and a number of quantitative indicators of Jewish practice or identification. For instance, Graham (2014b: 51) suggests that communal intervention programmes such as Jewish schools have a ‘measurable and statistically significant effect on the sample across all six dimensions [cognitive religiosity, socio-religious behaviour, student community engagement, Jewish values, ethnocentricity and cultural religiosity] of Jewish identity,’ but the measures impose certain assumptions of ‘Jewish’ behaviour (including Yom Kippur fasting and Jewish Society involvement) that may not correspond to all individuals’ experiences or perceptions. Such indicators also struggle to distinguish external influences, hence the fact that young people reappropriate adults’ perspectives and draw on multiple sources to form personalised and hybrid religious identities (Hopkins et al., 2011) is ignored.

Crucially, these indicators are largely skewed towards public or communal forms of expression. For example, Sheskin and Hartman (2015) emphasise synagogue service attendance, synagogue membership, familiarity with and membership of Jewish organisations and donations to Jewish Federations and charities, thus revealing an assumption of institutional participation, rather than legitimising forms of Jewishness that exist separately from such organisations. This emphasis on collective identity at the expense of individual identities reflects an ideological bias towards the maintenance and strengthening of Jewish institutions given a prevailing assumption that they are necessary to sustaining Jewishness (e.g. DellaPergola, 2011). Indeed, many
commentators who contest claims of assimilation nevertheless tend to present Jewish values and identities as rooted in communal institutions such as synagogues, schools and philanthropies, which are said to remind individuals of their culture and history (e.g. Goldscheider, 2004), despite other research (e.g. Cohen and Eisen, 2000) demonstrating that American Jews (for instance) choose to define their Jewishness in personalised ways, increasingly viewing their Jewishness separately from traditional Jewish institutions. Such tendencies are also evident in non-peer reviewed research into Jewish youth movements and Israel trips, which continues to view collective identities as a necessary objective to which these institutions are intended to contribute, rather than intensively investigating the personal significance of these experiences (e.g. Miller et al., 2013). Consequently, the emphasis of this research is less on the meaning that Jewish identity has to individuals, and more on gauging the impacts of these organisations on a collective sense of presumptive and reified Jewishness.

Even when individuals’ perspectives are addressed, most research across various national contexts limits these to collectivities, including the negotiation of community or congregational life (e.g. Buckser, 2003a; Punzi and Frischer, 2016), or places the majority of emphasis upon formal and informal educational experiences (e.g. Horowitz, 2003). Moreover, where research has been extended to other spaces, it has rarely explored individual meanings of Jewishness. For instance, Cohen and Kelman (2007) valuably describe the diverse ways in which young Jews are creatively restructuring their Jewish lives through organisations separate from traditional Jewish institutions, such as theatre companies, music record labels and salons, empowering them to reclaim Jewish identity and community on their own terms, but they largely restrict their interviews to the organisations’ leaders, speaking only to a small number of participants. Ariel (2011) demonstrates the involvement of Jews in new religious movements that attempt to reinvent their
faith and amalgamate previously disparate philosophies, but his focus remains on groups rather than exploring individuals’ experiences of identity and reasons for affiliating. Shain et al.’s (2013: 3) research into ‘DIY Judaism’ (‘alternative forms of Jewish engagement that bypass the established infrastructure of American Jewish life’) has continued to reflect the traditional paradigm of survey-based indicators of Jewishness aimed at measuring largely communal forms of attachment, such as attendance at Jewish organisation-sponsored events, instead of intensively exploring manifestations of and motivations behind individualised forms of Jewish expression. Although Ipgrave (2016) explores young people’s inter-religious experiences in a Jewish day schools, she does not investigate what being Jewish means to them personally. Thus, despite some attempts to move away from ‘objective’ measures of Jewish identity and to focus on new spaces of Jewish involvement, research has rarely afforded individual identities significant attention. Yet, as Hearn (2007) has recognised in the case of nationalism, an overly constructionist, top-down and institution-focused view can disguise or conceal the personal significance of people’s identities and subjective responses, resulting in a limited understanding of the interrelationships between individuals and society. In the next section, we focus specifically on the importance of attending to the dynamic interplay between individual and collective forms of identity to better understand contemporary patterns of religious transformation and pluralisation.

**The dynamic relationship between individual and collective identities**

Krasner (2016) has illustrated how Jewish identity is rooted in Erikson’s (1950) concept of ‘identity crises.’ As he argues, whereas Erikson focused on identity’s individual qualities, social scientific research on Jewish identity has tended to impose particular, exclusive assumptions of (generally collective) identity upon individuals, within a context of fear regarding the increased
voluntariness of group belonging. However, Cohen and Wertheimer (2006) are sceptical about perceiving Jewry as only a collection of distinct individuals, and argue that attention must remain on the historic core of peoplehood. Cohen and Wertheimer are right to contend that there must be some form of collectivity to sustain a conception of Jewishness. Despite Hall’s (1996: 4) claim that identity is constructed ‘only through the relation to the Other,’ a common bond must also exist between individuals (Jenkins, 2008), and when asked to define Jewishness, many Jewish respondents in previous studies have used essentialist ideas, such as the notion that one is born Jewish and that this identity is not contingent on observance or socialisation (Cohen and Eisen, 2000; Davidman, 2007). Such attitudes are generally related to Halakha (Jewish law), which arguably presents a much more fixed boundary structure for recognition as a member of the community (based on having a Jewish mother) than found in many other religious traditions. Indeed, Progressive Judaism’s extension of Jewish identity to children of Jewish fathers as well as its alterations to religious marriage and conversion procedures have resulted in Jewish identities being ‘granted’ to individuals who are not considered legitimate by Orthodox groups (Cohn-Sherbok, 1993). In these ways, adherence to Halakha may be considered a religious commitment, yet this law defines Jewish identity as based on descent and unrelated to religious belief or practice, with consequences for the ways in which Jews view themselves and how they are researched. Certainly, the existence of individuals who consider themselves atheistic Jews or ‘half-Jews’ highlights how a sense of relation to a Jewish collectivity is intergenerationally transmitted, even if this transmission is sometimes only partial (and intriguingly, Halakha does not validate such claims of being ‘half Jewish’ as it adjudges that Jewishness is based only upon one’s mother’s ancestry and thus the father’s genetics are irrelevant) (Imhoff, 2016). Given that Orthodox Judaism subscribes to exclusive definitions of ‘Jewish’ that restrict possibilities for personalised
expressions and engagement, it is perhaps unsurprising that many researchers appear hesitant to conceptualise the Jewish faith as a personalised, lived experience: not all Jews believe that Jewish identity is fluid or socially-constructed, even if adherence to Halakha may be understood as such. Perhaps for these reasons, Scholefield’s (2004: 238) investigation of the indeterminacy of identity boundaries in a Jewish school is atypical in considering Jewish identity as performance, with the majority of research emphasising ‘peoplehood’-based issues such as intermarriage and ‘continuity’ (e.g. Liebman, 1973; Fishman, 2012).

Clearly then, Jewish individuals frequently conceptualise their identities as being in relation to a wider collective. Nevertheless, Cohen and Wertheimer’s overwhelming focus on peoplehood distracts from the divergences that exist within Jewry and sustains the survivalist approach to Jewishness with its concern about belonging to a specific group rather than developing fluid identities, rendering it crucial that research also attend to more individual forms of and negotiations with Jewish identity. Kaplan (2009) and Magid (2013) reveal significant discomfort among young Jews towards ascribed, inherited and apparently immutable notions of peoplehood (and their connotations of authoritativeness and particularism), highlighting a growing tendency to view Jewishness as fluid, voluntary and personally-defined through the reappropriation of diverse influences. Moreover, the emergence of assisted reproductive technologies (particularly surrogacy) has challenged halakhic and ethnicity-based definitions of Jewishness given the difficulties of determining which mother ‘passes on’ Jewishness (Imhoff, 2016). But perhaps the clearest example of peoplehood’s restrictiveness to conceptualisations of Jewishness is the question of religious conversion, with Buckser (2003b) illustrating the resentment that can be created as converts endeavour to ‘prove’ their claim to a formal rather than experiential Jewish identity, often demonstrating superior proficiency and religious observance than their Jewish-born
counterparts even whilst their Jewishness is disparaged. Relatedly, the ‘JFS case’ in 2009 encapsulates the contestation of Jewishness over questions of peoplehood, as a nominally ‘Jewish’ boy was rejected by the Jewish Free School in London on the basis that his mother had converted into Judaism through a non-Orthodox synagogue, rendering his self-identification and upbringing supposedly irrelevant under Halakha. The subsequent Supreme Court ruling adjudged that school selection based on matrilineal (i.e. genetic) descent is racially discriminatory, emphasising the difficulty in separating religion from ethnicity as required by the Equality Act 2010 for oversubscribed voluntary faith schools, and creating a definition of Jewishness disputed across the Jewish community, with Halakha and self-identification both replaced by arbitration in identity matters by the state (Dwyer and Parutis, 2013). In these ways, converts and their children do not fit neatly into defined ethnic categories of Jewishness, and future research ought to explore whether converts nevertheless seek to ‘adopt’ an ethnic Jewish identity or otherwise deem this irrelevant to their sense of self.

Assumptions that Jewish identity is necessarily rooted in peoplehood risk ignoring the distinctive ways in which Jewishness is understood and lived in other contexts. For instance, ‘Jewish’ in the USSR represented an ascribed racial category based on biology rather than matrilineal descent or religious practice, yet those Soviet Jews who subsequently emigrated to the USA often saw their Jewish self-identification denied by their supposed American Jewish counterparts, who were particularly sceptical of their general lack of public religiosity, as well as usage of the Russian language (Markowitz, 1988), revealing divergences in conceptualisations of Jewishness and compromising supposed claims of common peoplehood. Certainly, self-identification appears to be more salient to Jewishness than matrilineal descent in much of contemporary Eastern Europe, where ancestry, theology and tradition became largely forgotten.
during the political upheavals of the twentieth-century (Kovács and Vajda, 1994). Instead, individuals in this region now often conceptualise a Jewish identity as possession of a liberal philosophy or ‘culture’ (and thus able to be adopted by supposed Gentiles) (Kovács and Vajda, 1994), or the expression of ‘virtual’ Jewish identity markers regardless of one’s ‘real’ faith (Gruber, 2002), given their new autonomy to reshape their own Jewishness and integrate multiple identities where previously one’s identity was ascribed (Pinto, 1999). Charmé’s (2012) study of ‘lost Jews’ reveals how questions of authenticity may challenge conventional Eurocentric, Orthodox suppositions that peoplehood and essence are central to Jewishness, and challenges of defining Jewish identity for citizenship purposes in Israel relatedly reveal a rift between those viewing this as a form of cultural belonging (secular) or genealogy (religious) (Rohrbacher, 2016), with implications for such questions both here and abroad. Although many of these studies fail to listen to stakeholders’ perspectives, they hint at the potential for future research to acknowledge the presence of discourses in naturalising identities and to explore the personal meanings that Jewishness has to such individuals.

Clearly, social science research must recognise the dynamic interactions between individual and collective Jewish identities instead of viewing them as dichotomous. Indeed, identity as a concept emphasises how individuals attempt to both share characteristics with others (sameness) and construct or portray their own uniqueness (difference) (Lawler, 2008), and it is long-established that the self is shaped by its social context. Social identities are contingent on specific events and one’s participation in particular evolving contexts, as individuals may define their identities in positional terms (Drury and Reicher, 2000) and draw flexibly on seemingly oppositional ideas when constructing a personal identity. Certainly, Schwalbe and Mason-Schrock’s (1996: 115) notion of ‘identity work’ illustrates the situatedness of the processes
involved in constructing an identity both individually and collectively. As such they illustrate how continuous ‘defining’ (social representation) and ‘policing’ (protection of its meaning) occurs at the boundaries of identity, enabling us to refocus attention on individual- as well as collective-level research, the latter of which appears monolithic and immutable alone. Although Schwalbe and Mason-Schrock place particular emphasis on the construction of identities through interaction in response to social-psychological research that has prioritised the self, their work is valuable to understanding the mutual relationship between individuals and society and the ways in which Jewish identity is re-made and re-defined.

This is true even in relation to supposed ‘essentialisms’ such as ‘Jewish identity by descent.’ As Fuss (1989: 4) has recognised: ‘there is no essence to essentialism…essence as irreducible has been constructed to be irreducible.’ Yet, in spite of religion’s mutability (Stump, 2008), researchers have often portrayed Orthodox Judaism in particular as unchanging, such as Klaff (2006: 417), who writes: ‘[t]here is no doubt that in contemporary America a small but strong Orthodox component of the Jewish community continues to maintain the behavior and customs of traditional Judaism.’ Consequently, there is a need for greater acknowledgement of how the boundaries of religious orthodoxies are (re-)imagined by groups seeking to present themselves as the ‘true’ upholders of a religious tradition (Berlinerblau, 2001), as well as the porosity of Jewish-Gentile boundaries (Rohrbacher, 2016). Individual identities are constructed via social experiences, but this does not render one’s agency and psychology unimportant (Layder, 2004), and so further research needs to explore the meanings that being Jewish has to individuals, including those unaffiliated with Jewish institutions. As we explore below, this would also enable an understanding of how the meaning and boundaries of Judaism itself are continuously reconstructed.
Towards new understandings of Jewish identity

A deeper focus on individuals, rather than institution-based forms of identity, would facilitate a stronger understanding of the ways in which people negotiate multiple identities to construct their own senses of Jewishness. Of course, it can be difficult to ascertain the numbers of Jewish individuals who feel proudly Jewish but consider themselves neither religious nor affiliated with a synagogue (for instance). Nevertheless, several studies demonstrate the potential for individual identities to be moved to the centre of analysis. Davidman (2007) has addressed the ‘lived religion’ of non-institutionally-affiliated Jews who construct a Jewish identity through drawing on often conflicting sources, including from other faiths and spiritual movements, and freely select and rework Jewish traditions without feeling obligated to affiliate with a synagogue or demonstrate religious beliefs, while Lieber’s (2010) research into blogging by Orthodox Jewish women highlights how the Internet is enabling new forms of Jewish identification whilst challenging others. Drawing upon feminist, postmodern and queer theory, Coyle and Rafalin (2000) also illustrate the diverse ways in which LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) Jews attempt to reconcile sexual and religious identities that are constructed as incompatible within some forms of Judaism, whilst Faulkner and Hecht (2011) have demonstrated both the closeting and fusing of LGBT and Jewish identities.

At the same time, Jewish institutions may be conceptualised as important spaces for individualised identity construction where particular emphasis is placed on the latter. In particular, the development of non-denominational and cross-communal institutions including day schools (Pomson and Schnoor, 2008; Miller, 2012) as well as broader forms of community (Cohen and Kelman, 2007), which are designed to include individuals expressing diverse but often halakhically-invalidated forms of Jewishness and those who struggle or refuse to be
compartmentalised within narrow, ideological groups, reflects the growing tendency for individuals to determine their own Jewish affiliations (or indeed non-affiliations) and identities, and so provides significant potential to explore individual identities within a broader institutional context. Yet even in more ‘traditional’ institutions such as Orthodox synagogues, worshippers’ practices may be performed individualistically rather than synchronistically (Goldman, 2000), necessitating intersectional research that explores how Jewish individuals perceive their multiple identities. In contrast to the majority of research on informal Jewish education, Kelner (2010) draws upon various, intensive qualitative means to illustrate the potential of Israel tours to facilitate embodied, lived Jewish experiences that bind participants emotionally to place and one another, and describes the often inchoate and subjective identities constructed through the integration of their present situation with their Jewish pasts (as well as their aspired futures). Kelner (2010: 179) argues that such tours represent ‘liminal spaces’ as participants are enabled to view their Jewishness as paramount whilst simultaneously marginalising alternative constructions of self in that context, whereas on returning home, individuals must once again negotiate multiple identities that may compete with their Jewishness for salience. Kelner’s study is therefore valuable in demonstrating how individuals’ identity construction represents a continual process of reinterpreting the past, rather than a snapshot of one’s feelings at a point in time related to a single experience or organisation. Undoubtedly, other Jews choose to self-identify as Jewish and live their Jewishness in ways they see fit, challenging and extending the boundaries of Judaism (Glenn and Sokoloff, 2010), and hence developing a Jewishness that is meaningful because it is personally chosen (Prell, 2000). By focusing on individuals and individual families in these ways, an understanding of the ways in which Jewish traditions are reworked, often separately from ‘official’ Jewish institutions, can be garnered.
To this end, permitting respondents to prescribe their own faith identities (e.g. Buckser, 2003a) is interesting in itself, as it offers the researcher the ability to acknowledge the ways in which individuals perceive their self-belonging and the contexts in which these perceptions are formed (Jenkins, 2008). It also enables individuals to express any changes in their religious identities over time, deconstructing notions that people identify with just one religion throughout their lifetime, and that these are mutually exclusive categories (Rohrbacher, 2016). Relatedly, Horowitz (2002: 14) has suggested that rather than asking ‘How Jewish are...Jews?’ a more effective approach would be to enquire ‘How are...Jews Jewish?’ In this way, respondents are enabled to describe and define their own experiences and understandings of their Jewish identity construction, rather than the researcher creating normative indicators of Jewishness for them to ‘meet’ (or not). Using such an approach, Horowitz (2003) discovered that although many American Jews would maintain some mode of Jewish identity, this tended to be focused on community values and relationships rather than religious observance, and would be susceptible to fluctuations in significance over time based on personal events, experiences and relationships. However, Horowitz (2003) avoids suggesting a decline in American Jewish identity, and instead emphasises its reinvention based on voluntary experiences including summer camps and Israel trips. Such nuances regarding the evolution of Jewish life would not have been attained through a rigid conceptual approach and the focus would have instead been on a decline in Jewish (or rather, religious) practice. Thus, instead of being conceptualised as a fixed goal to be attained, Jewish identity can be understood as a ‘journey’ over time, highly responsive (voluntarily or not) to social interactions, experiences and events (Horowitz, 2003) and therefore dynamic and never complete. Gradually, new work is being produced that recognises how traditional identity markers are
contested and that there is no singular Jewish identity (Charmé et al., 2008), a promising
development in a field that still too often privileges collective identities.

**Conclusion**

This article has explored competing approaches to understanding the changing nature of
contemporary Jewish identities against the backdrop of the increasing pluralisation of Jewish
identity and the growth of new forms of personal identification and expression. Empirical social
scientific research on Jewish identity, as we have argued, has not always adapted to capture these
developments, still often employing restrictive methodological and conceptual approaches that do
not attend to individuals’ complex and nuanced senses of Jewishness. This research can contribute
to processes of reification that constitute Jewish identity as a kind of product, delivered via
practices of Jewish education and socialisation. Consequently, much Jewish identity research
frequently recycles an image of a unified, collective Jewish identity rather than examining the
diverse ways in which Jews ‘live’ and ‘do’ their Jewishness.

Although some recent studies have moved away from traditional measures and indicators of
Jewish identity, individual identities and their performance continue to be relatively neglected. In
response, this article has argued for a greater focus on individual Jewish identities and how they
interact with (and potentially reshape) collective Jewish identities. Jewish identity, like all forms
of identity, cannot be understood in isolation from its intersections with other identities, and only
by attending more closely to individual identities can we better apprehend their lived spatialities
and temporalities. Such a focus would also allow for new understandings of the familiar spaces of
Jewish institutions and their significance for individuals while also facilitating research in new
spaces. Greater attention to individual identities, and the complex ways these interact with
collectivities, is essential if Jewish identity research is to remain relevant to those it seeks to describe.

**Notes**

1 Measures included Holocaust remembrance and caring about Israel (Lipka, 2016).
2 It is also important to acknowledge that emancipation varied significantly in means and extent across different national contexts (Brenner, 2008).
3 Certainly, considerable Jewish identity research in the USA (e.g. Liebman, 1973; Goldscheider, 2004) and Europe (e.g. Friedmann, 1965; Finkielkraut, 1980) has debated the erosion, survival or transformation of Jewish identity.
5 Schools designated as having a ‘religious character’ under Section 69(3) of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 are exempt from Sections 85 (1) and (2)(a-d) of the Equality Act 2010, which forbid discrimination in aspects of pupil admissions and treatment where this relates to ‘religion or belief’ (Schedule 11, Part 2, S.5(a) Equality Act 2010).
6 To illustrate, the UK census lists ‘Jewish’ as a religious category and so conceals those who do not identify as such (Graham and Waterman, 2005).
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